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Introduction
Allow Video In WYSIWYG Editor extension allows users to upload videos in mp4 format.
As default Magento does not support video files through the WYSIWYG tool, this
extension provides the admin utility to upload an mp4 file in the WYSIWYG editor and to
make the web page more descriptive and attractive.

Getting an option of adding this functionality in the WYSIWYG editor at the admin side is
very beneficial and user-friendly. Hence using this, the admin can upload video files
without any hassle which enhances the user experience.

Note:
a.This product supports multiple videos uploaded with .MP4 format only.
b.This product supports multiple PDF uploads.

How Does the Extension Work?

Once the extension is completely uploaded and setup, the admin can now easily add
videos to the WYSIWYG tool.

Let's see an example of uploading a video in the content of a Page with the help of this

On the Magento Admin Panel, click on Content > Pages.
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● Add a new page or Select any page from the pages list in the edit section

For example, if you want to update the About Us page to be edited.

From the Action column, click on Edit.

It will redirect to the editing page, where the admin can make changes related to the
content of the selected page.

In this page under the Content section, Click on Show/Hide Editor.
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When clicked on Show/Hide Editor it will further provide an option to Insert Image/Video
in the description.

Note: In the insert image/video section you can also add the pdf files to.
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On the Frontend it will show like this:
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Features of the Extension

Allows admin to upload video files
As the extension allows admin to add video in mp4 format files with WYSIWYG editor
makes the product details more attractive, also this extension allows admin to upload the
multiple videos.

Allows admin to upload PDF files
As the extension allows admin to add .PDF files into the WYSIWYG editor makes the
product details more attractive, also this extension allows admin to upload the multiple
PDFfiles.

Improves the function of the product layout
Admin can add more descriptive content in pdf form to the product which makes it more
informative.

Easy to use and customize
The extension is much easy to use and customize from the backend with making it more
reliable to be used.

Contact Us

Sometimes  extensions  already installed  on  your  store  may  conflict  with  the  extension.  If 
 you   run   into an   error   we   want   to   help! 

Please   contact   us   at Support Email.
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